Introduction
============

The wax-and-waning mind process that lingers during a resting-state functional session is thought to be mediated by a set of brain areas known as resting-state networks (RSNs), which mediate the interplay between salience detection and execution triggering [@B01] [@B02]. The most ubiquitous among these networks has been named Default-mode Network (DMN), consisting of brain areas that are "deactivated" when voluntary action is required. This finding led to the notion that an organized mode of brain function takes place and defines a baseline, which is partially suspended during directed action [@B03].

The extent to which the brain is engaged or disengaged in a task during a functional exam has been a matter of debate in the literature [@B03]. The inherent acoustic noise of the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner can bias brain activity towards action voluntarily inhibiting the uncomfortable high noise, in contrast to a resting condition. The main sources of acoustic noise during an MRI experiment are the gradient coil mechanical vibrations, coolant air conditioning, and the ventilation apparatus. Previous studies have indicated that the consequence of the stray noise regarding blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) dynamics may be understood as effects of saturation or masking [@B04]-[@B09]. This is especially true for the working memory function, as shown by higher recruitment of attentive resources in the presence of loud acoustic noise. BOLD activation was found to be higher in the cerebellum, frontal cortex, fusiform cortex, and lingual gyrus and lower in the anterior cingulate and putamen when a standard functional acquisition was compared to sparse acquisition volumes acquired with interspaced periods of silence [@B10]. It has been suggested that, by arresting attentive resources, the noise could non-linearly modulate a set of intrinsic networks, especially when tasks are designed to study auditory perception [@B11]. A recent study used the same approach to investigate the influence of stray noise on RSNs, showing the robustness of the RSNs [@B12]. These authors also recognized that, although the comparison between sparse and continuous acquisitions is legitimate, unavoidable criticisms arise due to the intermittent noise that accompanies sparsely acquired scans, retaining an alarming effect and spoiling the tenets of a strict resting-state paradigm.

Three main approaches are proposed to overcome the possible influences or confounds introduced in brain function by high noise levels. First, the interaction between software and hardware offers the possibility of attenuating sound and reducing the sound levels by decreasing the slew rate and rise time of gradient pulses [@B13], by applying long sine waves [@B14], and by using active noise control with adaptive wave cancellation algorithms [@B15]. Second, investigators can physically attenuate the noise by using earmuffs or earplugs in order to impose physical barriers against the audible parts of the noise spectrum [@B16]-[@B19]. Yet, the acoustic conduction by bone and soft parts of the head may hinder the full success of this approach. Finally, the experimental paradigm may be modified into a sparsely acquired echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence, when the acquisitions of functional volumes are interspaced with the silent periods, in such a way as to avoid BOLD responses related to the noise itself [@B05],[@B20],[@B21]. These approaches to noise reduction have several practical limitations, as noted elsewhere [@B06],[@B07]. Therefore, efforts are constantly renewed by scientific associations dedicated to regulating the field of research and clinical practice by offering periodic reviews of the guidelines for the safety of volunteers, patients, and technical workers [@B22],[@B23].

Besides environmental factors, an issue frequently raised in the analysis of resting data is the statistical approach to be applied. Besides BOLD signal correlation between a seed volume-of-interest (VOI) and remaining whole brain voxels, a common way of analyzing data for intrinsic patterns without assuming any prior assumptions is the independent component analysis (ICA) [@B24],[@B25]. The algorithm is based on an adaptive filter that maximizes the independence of the temporal series components by decreasing the mutual information. The ICA algorithm is applied to whole-brain voxels in order to separate the set of information into networks with maximally independent fluctuations. The resulting individual ICA maps reveal two complementary principles underlying the study of brain organization: localization and connectionism [@B26]. While the localization approach considers that a given brain function is accomplished by a finite set of specific and segregated brain areas, connectionist views consider that these areas may be widely distributed and functionally connected across space. This permits group activity maps to be consistently achieved by applying a clustering method to individual ICA maps of different subjects, indicating areas of common activity across individuals [@B27].

As reviewed by Friston [@B28], one should note that maps gathered by correlation or independent analysis reflect statistical dependencies that bear confounds related to inputs from other brain areas, although indicating functional connectivity. Algorithms based on direct causality or temporal auto-regression offer a way to reduce such confounds, yielding maps of effective connectivity based upon *a priori* models of connectivity. As in Granger causality mapping (GCM) algorithms, effective connectivity is calculated by quantifying the usefulness of taking the value of a given voxel time series to predict the values of another voxel; that is, one voxel will Granger-cause another if past values of the former improve the prediction of the current values of the latter [@B29]. Although the hemodynamic blurring of the MRI signal and the relatively low temporal resolution of the acquisition may be considered drawbacks in applying Granger causality models to the context of fMRI, the results of simulations indicate that the approach is feasible and yields valid results. Difference in GCM values may indicate the direction of the causality since the signal from the calculation reference to voxels minus voxels to reference shows if the BOLD in the reference is Granger-causing or being Granger-caused by the other voxels entering the analysis [@B29].

Here, we used the resting-state functional connectivity approach to determine if the massive input of auditory information could mask or alter the brain networks. Previous research by our group indicates that there are differences in the levels of functional connectivity under different levels of acoustic noise [@B30]. Should that be confirmed, we would investigate the consequences of higher noise levels on effective connectivity across brain areas. Results are discussed in terms of their implications for the experimental design, data quality, and ergonomic factors in the MRI environment.

Subjects and Methods
====================

Subjects and acquisition procedures
-----------------------------------

Twenty-two right-handed volunteers were recruited for the study (11 females, group means ± SD age: 29 ± 8 years) from the academic community on the Ribeirão Preto Campus of the University of São Paulo. Inclusion criteria were no neurological or psychiatric disorder, no ingestion of psychoactive medications prior to participating in the study, and normal hearing reported by the subjects. The research protocol was approved by the local Internal Review Board (Comitê de Ética em Pesquisa do HCRP e FMRP-USP \#1335/2011) and all subjects gave written informed consent. Data were collected between June 2011 and February 2012. Subjects were instructed to remain still with eyes open and fixating through the head coil mirror. Functional images were acquired in two runs of 7 min each, after which subjects could close their eyes for the remaining structural acquisitions. Head movements were avoided by the use of cushions between the earmuffs and the head coil. Subjects were instructed to relax their neck and posterior part of the trunk, as a means of avoiding excessive movement due to accommodation during image acquisition.

Noise measurements
------------------

Noise differences were assessed by recording the EPI gradient sounds with a microphone inside the scanner room during standard and silent acquisitions. Noise recording and analysis were done using the Audacity software (audacity.sourceforge.net) with a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz. The power spectrum of recorded soundtracks was generated by fast Fourier transform using a 256-data point Hann window.

Acquisition parameters
----------------------

The images were acquired with a Philips Achieva 3T MRI equipment (Best, The Netherlands) using a standard 8-channel head coil. Both echoplanar sequences had the following parameters: 200 volumes, 29 slices in ascending order without gaps, 4-mm slice thickness, voxel sizen = 3 x 3 mm, field of view = 240 x 240 mm, TR/TE = 2000/30 ms. The silent sequence was designed by setting to maximal (level 5) the "soft-tone" parameter offered by the MRI equipment, which decreases the gradient slew rate, leading to lower coil vibration levels. During standard noise conditions, the "soft-tone" parameter was turned off while all other image parameters were kept constant. Each subject was scanned for the acquisition of anatomical 3-D T1-weighted images (TR = 9.7 ms; TE = 4 ms; flip angle = 12°; matrix = 256 x 256; FOV = 256 mm; voxel size = 1 x 1 x 1 mm).

Functional data analysis
------------------------

Data were processed with the BrainVoyager software (Brain Innovations, The Netherlands) [@B31]. Functional volumes were corrected for 3-D motion with reference to the first volume. Subjects who showed movements larger than 2 mm were excluded. Slice order correction and co-registration to the anatomical volume were done before standardization into the Talairach space. After linear drift filtering, functional data entered the ICA algorithm, which resulted in individual ICA maps thresholded for clusters larger than 150 voxels and z-ICA values higher than 3.5. BOLD components were identified depending on the fingerprint of each individual ICA map [@B32], leading to a classification of brain networks as proposed elsewhere [@B27]. Components showing high spectral densities between 0.02 and 0.05 Hz, high values of clustering and skewness, and low kurtosis were selected and considered a component related to the canonical BOLD signal.

Group ICA maps were calculated for each noise condition by a self-organizing clustering algorithm in BrainVoyager considering random effects [@B31]. In this assumption, each individual subject of a study is a representative sample of a population. We classified the group ICA maps into representative functional RSNs (Default-mode, Dorsal Attention, Visual, Motor/Auditory, Executive, Extrastriate Visual, Supplementary Motor, Hippocampal, and Entorhinal Networks) based on the comparison with previously published data [@B27]. Group components were selected from the most consistent functional RSNs for further processing. These components were thresholded (z-ICA \>2.0) to define volume masks, referred to here as RSN templates.

Voxel-wise maps were created by entering the group components (DMN, Visual, Motor/Auditory, Executive, and Dorsal Attention Network) under each acoustic noise condition into a voxel-wise two-sample two-tailed *t*-test. Brain areas with significant differences were identified in the Talairach space. To confirm that the effects shown by our data depended on the stray noise and not on any combined effects of acoustic noise and subject exhaustion, we compared group ICA maps from the first and the second acquisition runs.

In the second step of the analysis, those brain regions that showed differences in the comparison between RSNs under standard and silent EPI sequences were used as seed-regions for GCM [@B29]. The functional volumes were submitted to spatial smoothing of 8-mm full-width at half maximum, linear trend removal, and temporal high-pass filtering with 2 cycles during the whole run. Spatial smoothing was applied to adjust the individual data to the Brodmann template, permitting the comparison of maps across subjects. The linear trend removal step was required to use the model that relied on vector auto-regressive models since the calculations claimed a stationary time series for a consistent computation. [Figure 1](#f01){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the steps of the GCM analysis, namely, 1) seed VOIs were defined in brain regions with voxel-wise ICA differences; 2) Granger causality values between these seeds and the whole brain were calculated; 3) Granger maps were overlapped with RSN templates, resulting in Granger causality values in each condition for the several RSN templates; 4) the paired *t*-test indicated which network showed Granger causality difference (to/from each seed) between noise conditions and across subjects.

![General scheme showing the approach of our data analysis. Numbers stand for 1 = seed definition based on between-group ICA differences; 2 = Granger causality values calculation across whole brain voxels; 3 = Granger maps and RSN templates overlapped; 4 = paired *t*-test for GCM differences between noise conditions and across subjects (see [Figure 3](#f03){ref-type="fig"}). VOI = volume-of-interest; Subj = subject; RSNs = resting-state networks; GCM = Granger causality mapping.](0100-879X-bjmbr-46-04-00359-gf01){#f01}

Results
=======

The power spectra of the sound pressure in each scanner setting are shown in [Figure 2](#f02){ref-type="fig"}. The mean difference in Fourier sound spectrum was 12 dB (standard tone: 68 dB, silent tone: 56 dB), which is in agreement with previous studies modifying the frequency of the EPI-readout train [@B11] [@B33].

![Sound spectra produced by a standard MRI sequence \[soft-tone (OFF)\] and silent sequence \[soft-tone (ON) level 5\]. Mean attenuation was 12 dB in the comparison between standard and silent spectra (range: 86--21963 Hz).](0100-879X-bjmbr-46-04-00359-gf02){#f02}

[Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"} lists the RSNs found under both conditions. Along with the canonical RSN, our results showed further spontaneous activity in networks not previously described, i.e., supplementary motor and hippocampal networks. Also, motor and auditory networks were found in the same independent components. The random-effect group ICA at the two different noise levels indicated the existence of 7 common functional networks. The Entorhinal Network was exclusive for standard acquisition, while the Extrastriate Visual Network was found only under silent EPI.

A paired *t*-test comparison was made between the 5 main networks (Default-mode, Visual, Dorsal Attention Network, Auditory-Motor, and Executive) under each noise condition. [Table 2](#t02){ref-type="table"} lists the comparison results that yielded regions of interest. The difference map obtained from the comparison between the first and the second runs did not show significant clusters of activity, as defined by z-scores (z-ICA) higher than 3.5 and clusters larger than 350 voxels.

The GCM algorithm requires seed VOIs with about 300 voxels. The resulting VOI in the right insula had 1400 voxels and reached 3 different Brodmann areas (BA; 13, 22, and 38). Thus, 3 smaller volumes were located in the insula, equally spaced along the dorsoventral axis and located in different BA ([Table 2](#t02){ref-type="table"}).

[Figure 3](#f03){ref-type="fig"} depicts the mean values for differential Granger causality from seed regions to RSN templates. Significant differences in GCM values were found when a seed was placed in the right inferior insula (BA 38), left middle frontal, right precentral, and left inferior parietal lobule. Differences in GCM values were considered to be significant at P \< 0.05.

![Significant Granger causality mapping (GCM) values from seed volume-of-interest to resting-state networks (P \< 0.05, Student *t*-test). Black arrows show GCM values in standard acquisition and white arrows show GCM values in silent echo-planar imaging acquisition. DAN = dorsal attention network; EVN = extrastriate visual network; MFG = middle frontal gyrus; Entorhinal = entorhinal network; IPL = inferior parietal lobule; BA = Brodmann areas.](0100-879X-bjmbr-46-04-00359-gf03){#f03}

Discussion
==========

The motivation of this research is the concern about the influences of environmental noise on the organized brain function at rest. Over the last few years, resting-state paradigms have become the approach of choice for many investigators, given their simplicity and robustness and their applicability to a wide variety of subjects. In this way, the concern about the influence of the acoustic noise on the RSNs stems from the fact that a whole body of research could be looking at no rest at all, but into networks that are, in essence, defending the sensory system from an annoying massive input of acoustic noise.

The noise measurements showed that the reduction of sound pressure levels (SPL) reached the same amplitudes as previously described [@B11]. The mean reduction of SPL across the spectrum was 12 dB from standard to silent sequences, which was found when using slew rate reduction as a strategy for lower SPL during functional exams [@B13].

The effect of scanner background noise (SBN) may then be "aliased" in the functional data [@B10], avoiding the identification of the real RSNs. Previous studies scrutinized for the active brain areas by applying the "near-rest" approach [@B09],[@B10],[@B12], with periods of silent rest intertwined with scanner noise. Near-rest approaches often require that the functional time courses be cropped, giving rise to criticism in analyzing "synthetic" functional data, that would not represent a true and continuous resting condition. The present study attempts for the first time to investigate the brain dynamics under natural and strict resting conditions.

Continuous sampling showed that brain activity was different from that obtained by sparse sampling when EPI volumes were acquired after periods of silence. The SBN seems to have suppressed the default network components, like the medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate and precuneus. Gaab et al. [@B10] reported that the noise does not alter the spatial distribution of the default network, but influences its magnitudes in a nonlinear fashion. This is also true for the working memory functioning [@B11], as shown by the higher recruitment of attentive resources under high noise conditions. BOLD activation was higher in the cerebellum, frontal cortex, fusiform cortex, and lingual gyrus and lower in the anterior cingulate and putamen. As found in another study assessing SBN [@B09], the higher attentive demand needed to hear sentences under high acoustic noise resulted in higher activation of the left temporal and inferior parietal cortices. They also concluded that silent EPI sequences would be more adequate for auditory perception studies and their applicability depends on the regions of interest in the brain.

Our global results ([Table 1](#t01){ref-type="table"}) agree with those cited above. Under lower noise conditions, the networks reach wider areas, leaving room for higher oscillatory activity in the motor/auditory cortex, supplementary motor network, and inside the frontal executive network. On the contrary, during standard EPI acquisition, the aversive nature of the background acoustic noise "dampens" the sensory processes and induces a reduction in the activity of brain areas related to sensorimotor processing. In accordance with a wider oscillation, another interesting aspect of our results is the exclusive network that appears depending on the noise condition. An extrastriate component under silent acquisition points to a more dynamic functioning in associative areas of the brain during lower noise, while a network in the entorhinal cortex may point to an inhibitory activity from this area to the hippocampus under standard EPI [@B34]. In fact, we also found an oscillatory component in the hippocampus, indicating that the activity may be integrated into the gross aspect of the DMN or may be isolated. Interestingly, in the standard EPI condition, the hippocampal component is more extensive than in the presence of lower noise, suggesting interplay between these areas and depending on the acoustic noise.

The robustness of each network was confirmed by our results, as previously reported [@B10],[@B12]. Direct comparisons between each individual network yield a cluster that is not large enough or only sparse voxels. Regarding the investigation of differences in functional connectivity between noise conditions, the five main RSNs had to be pooled before the statistical test.

The more specific comparison between conditions also identified differences in a variety of brain areas ([Table 2](#t02){ref-type="table"}). The inferior parietal lobule (BA 40) is related to the network we refer to as dorsal attentive and is dedicated to associative processing, integrating information from visual, auditory, and motor areas. Differences in functional connectivity in the insula point to autonomic aspects of brain function since the right insula is suggested to monitor visceral and emotional awareness [@B35]. Taken together with differences in middle frontal and precentral areas (BA 6 and 9), this may indicate that lower acoustic noise permits the brain to work in a mode closer to a natural setting. These results agree with those reported by Peelle et al. [@B09] who detected a lower signal in the inferior parietal cortex for the quiet sequence. Since their subjects performed an auditory task during EPI acquisition and considering that lower noise required less effort to identify the sentences, task performance in the quiet mode demanded less processing from the associative area (BA 40). Thus, this area may be responsible for differences in effective connectivity to areas dedicated to attentional processing. On the other hand, higher noise induced an overload in the DMN, more specifically in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), as reported by Gaab et al. [@B10]. These authors also suggested that passive processing of scanner noise provided enough external stimulation to diminish introspective processes thought to be mediated by the DMN. [Table 2](#t02){ref-type="table"} shows spatial differences between the two noise conditions by identifying local areas, but does not reveal how the functional connectivity is affected.

[Figure 3](#f03){ref-type="fig"} represents the local areas that reached significant differences in Granger causality with the identified RSNs depending on the noise condition. The first characteristic that draws attention to global aspects of effective connectivity is the absence of acoustic noise effect from seed regions to the DMN. In fact, previous results have shown that the organization of the DMN remains unchanged even when a task is executed [@B36]. As cited by Gaab et al. [@B10], the effects of noise may occur in a nonlinear fashion, and these differences are related to non-stationarity due to ongoing changes depending on the external environment. The second point to be raised is the absence of an effect with a seed in the posterior cingulate cortex. Although the functional connectivity inside the posterior cingulate cortex differs according to noise level, as shown by group ICA values, differences in the effective connectivity are not confirmed with any specific network.

We found different values for GCM depending on the acoustic noise level between the inferior insula (BA 38) and attentive and visual networks. This aspect of global connectivity results is confirmed by significant differences found in GCM values from the left middle frontal cortex (BA 9) and the entorhinal network. Both frontal insula and entorhinal cortices are thought to be important for mental activity since they house von Economo spindle neurons, which are conspicuous in the human species and are implicated in the binding of complex mental activity, consciousness, and episodic memory [@B37]. From this point of view, our results may have important implications in the study of healthy brain maturation [@B38] since these higher-order processes are much influenced during growth.

The calculation of effective connectivity depending on acoustic noise levels and areas with previously demonstrated differences in functional connectivity shows that in almost all cases the seed regions Granger-caused the activity in some functional networks, that is, the Granger causality values were positive and higher during silent EPI acquisition. The only negative value appeared under standard EPI when the right middle frontal gyrus was defined as seed. This result indicates that, under standard levels of noise, the associative visual network Granger-causes the activity in a region that is thought to be responsible for intelligence, mental activity, and theory of mind [@B39]. Also, BOLD activity in the entorhinal network, formed by medial temporal lobe structures and bilateral supraorbital cortices, known to be important for declarative memory [@B40], shows higher values of Granger causality under silent acquisition.

In summary, our study shows for the first time the advantages of using a sound-attenuated functional image acquisition in a continuous sampling resting-state paradigm. It shows that lower levels of acoustic noise promote stronger temporal coupling between RSNs implicated in cognitive functions (dorsal attention and entorhinal) and areas dedicated to reasoning (BA 9), visceral self-monitoring (BA 13) and associative areas (BA 40).

As a byproduct, our results raise the question about the implications of applying low noise sequences to the everyday research as a way to permit the appreciation of the RSNs, which have a behavior closer to real resting conditions. From the clinical point of view, lower noise sequences may be of benefit for the acquisition of data from children and patients who show increased cortical responsiveness to auditory stimulation [@B08]. Also, they obey the safety rules for those who work every day in an MRI facility [@B23]. Ergonomic factors related to MRI operators may be increasingly discussed, as equipment with even quieter EPI sequences becomes commercially available.

Under lower noise conditions, the networks reach wider areas, leaving room for higher oscillatory activity in the motor/auditory cortex, supplementary motor network, and inside the frontal executive network, which favor the brain to work in a mode closer to a natural setting.

On the other hand, higher noise induced an overload in the DMN, more specifically in the posterior cingulate cortex. Although the functional connectivity in this area is different depending on the noise levels, differences in the effective connectivity are not confirmed with any specific network, indicating the robustness of the default network.

Applying low noise MR acquisitions to research may allow the detection of subtle differences of the RSNs, not to mention that the environment is closer to real resting conditions. As indicated by our results, high intensity of scanner background noise influences the process of stimulus-independent thought and mind wandering and has important implications for resting-state functional connectivity studies.
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